St Mary of the Assumption High School
Summer Assignments
An Introduction to Principles of Historical, Humanitarian and Literary Studies
Overview:
Chosen texts are stories of human struggle and success, conflict and communal conformity, rooted in history,
literature, and other fields of knowledge. They are ways to think critically about our most meaningful
journeys: the search through experience for wisdom, and the search through personal life for connections to
the lives of others around us who shape our identities, to those who have gone before us, and to those who will
come after us in the search for meaning and value in the pursuit of contentment. The course will focus on five
key organizational themes: the concepts of conformity, identity struggle, biased perception and human
rights with the over-arching theme of Justice and Fairness.
Aims/Purpose:
 To introduce you, the student, to the rigor of St Mary of the Assumption High School and the abstract
themes of “Justice, Conformity, and Identity”
 To have you, the student, apply your knowledge of written/published text in a variety of imaginative,
ingenious and resourceful ways through projects.
 To instruct you, the student, to write about the importance of having a “humanistic nature and
approach”; i.e., belief in human-based morality; concern for people; renaissance cultural movement to
life. (5 Paragraph Essay: 1st / 2nd full week of school in September… Teacher’s Discretion)
 To verify your, the student’s, comprehension of chosen text. (Quiz: 1st/ 2nd full week of school in
September… Teacher’s Discretion)
Project Assignments: Choose ONE project per assigned book.
Soundtrack: To accompany the book. Burn a CD of songs or playlist, at least (8) songs, to reflect
book’s themes, mood, setting, tone, etc. Create a CD jacket and include the list of songs. Include the
lyrics and a brief description telling why you chose the songs. MAKE NOTE: Your audience is your
TEACHER and CLASSMATES. YOU will respect us accordingly by not using ANY explicit music or lyrics.
Be very creative!
Graphic novel: Use your artistic ability and talents to create a (2pg. per chapter) original piece of
work based on your book. Use all techniques of graphic novels; for instance, dialogue bubbles above
characters, different fonts, etc. Have at least (16) pages. Be very creative!
Children’s Book: Write a (10) page children’s book based on you trying to get the important elements
of your book across to a second or third grader. What pictures would you include? How would you
change the language to make it easier to understand? Be very creative!
Series of Correspondence: (Letters) between and among characters in the book. What information
would this correspondence contain and shed more light on characters… make it look real! Have at
least (8) letters. Typed MLA format.
Series of Poems: Relate to book’s characters mood, themes, and setting…etc. Have at least (15)
poems. Must be 4 pgs. Doubled-spaced typed MLA format.
Family Tree of Key Characters: Biographies and character descriptions based on observations and
evidence from the book. Be very creative!
Interview with Author/ Subject: (If autobiography or biography) or with characters of the novel.
(Interview should be recorded and written) Must be 4 pgs. Doubled-spaced typed MLA format.
Monologue: Based on the book or an important part of the book. Must be 4 pgs. Doubled-spaced
typed MLA format.
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BOOKS TO READ… FEEL FREE AND INSPIRED TO READ ALL.
Freshman Reading:
A Long Way Gone by Ishemel Beah

Memoirs of a Boy Soldier, Beah, now twenty-six years old, tells a
powerfully gripping story: At the age of twelve, he fled attacking rebels
and wandered a land rendered unrecognizable by violence. By thirteen,
he’d been picked up by the government army, and Beah, at heart a gentle
boy, found that he was capable of truly terrible acts. At sixteen, he was
removed from fighting by UNICEF, and through the help of the staff at his
rehabilitation center, he learned how to forgive himself, to regain his
humanity, and, finally, to heal.

Sophomore Reading:
Angela's Ashes by Frank McCourt

A Memoir is a 1996 memoir by the Irish/American author Frank
McCourt. The memoir consists of various anecdotes and stories of
Frank McCourt's childhood. The memoir details his very early
childhood in Brooklyn, New York, but focuses primarily on his life
in Limerick, Ireland. It also includes McCourt's struggles with
poverty and his father's alcoholism.
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Junior Reading:
Things Fall Apart by Chinua Achebe

This expanded edition of Chinua Achebe's first novel portrays the
collision of African and European cultures in an Igbo village. Okonkwo,
a great man in Igbo traditional society, cannot adapt to the profound
changes brought by the British conquest of Nigeria. Yet, as in classic
tragedy, Okonkwo's character as well as external forces contribute to
his downfall.

Senior Reading:
1984 by George Orwell

A dystopian novel published in 1949 by English author George Orwell is a
novel set in “Airstrip One” (formerly known as Great Britain), a province of
the super-state Oceania in a world of perpetual war, omnipresent
government surveillance, and public manipulation. The super-state and its
residents are dictated to by a political regime euphemistically named
English Socialism.

ENJOY YOUR READING!
HAVE FUN WITH YOUR PROJECTS OF CHOICE!
Come Back DRIVEN and READY to be CHALLENGED.
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This is only the beginning…
Directions: Read each Literary Terms; learn each of their meanings; be able to give examples of each…
Hello, go find some examples!!! There could be a test the 1st/ 2nd full week of school in September. (Teacher’s
Discretion)
1. Abridge: To reduce the scope; to shorten by means of the omission or words without sacrificing their
meaning

2. Action: The events that take place in a work of literature. In drama, stage action refers to any event
that occurs on the stage. The action of a novel, short story or narrative poem is usually both external
and internal. External action comprises those physical events that actually occur in relation to the
characters, actions that affect them or in which they participate. Internal action refers to a character’s
thoughts and feelings as they are reported by the author

3. Adage: a proverb or wise saying made familiar by long use.

4. Adaptation:
 The rewriting of a work written in a different genre or medium than it was originally written.
 For example, turning a novel into a play would be an ADAPTATION
 the translation of a work from one language to another

5. Address: a speech or written statement, serious in intent and somewhat formal in style. Frequently,
for example, the political head of a nation gives an address to the country’s citizens.

6. Allegory: Prose or verse in which the objects, events or people are presented symbolically, so that the
story conveys a meaning other than and deeper than the actual incident or characters described. Often,
the form is used to teach a moral lesson.

7. Alliteration: The repetition of the initial letter or sound in two or more closely associated words or
stressed syllables. Alliteration is not restricted to poetry.

8. Allusion: A figure of speech making casual reference to a famous historical or literary figure or event.

9. Ambiguity: The expression of an idea in such a way that more than one meaning is possible.

10. Analogy: An extended comparison showing the similarities between two things.
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11. Argument: A form of discourse in which reason is used to influence or change people’s ideas or
actions

12. Autobiography: A person’s account of his or her own life.

13. Biography: An account of a person’s life written by another person.

14. Catastrophe- The tragic denouement or unknotting of a play or story.

15. Characterization: The personality a character displays; also, the means by which an author reveals
that personality

16. Characters: Persons-or animals, things, or natural forces presented as person- appearing in a short
story, novel, play, or narrative poem.

17. Climax: That point of greatest emotional intensity, interest, or suspense in a narrative.

18. Comedy: In general, a literary work that is amusing and ends happily.

19. Complication: A series of difficulties forming the central action in a narrative.

20. Conflict: A struggle between two opposing forces or characters in a short story, novel, play, or
narrative poem. Conflict can be internal or external, and it can take one of these forms:
 Person against another person
 Person against society
 A person against nature
 Two elements or ideas struggling for mastery within a person
 Person against supernatural
21. Connotation: The emotion or association that a word or phrase may arouse. Connotation is distinct
from denotation, which is the literal or dictionary meaning of a word or phrase.

22. Conventions: Unrealistic devices or procedures that the reader (or audience) agrees to accept.
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23. Crisis or Turning Point: A point of great tension in a narrative that determines how the action will
come out.
24. Denotation: The literal or "dictionary" meaning of a word

25. Description: Any careful detailing of a person, place, thing, or event. Description is one of the four
major forms of discourse. Descriptions re-create sensory impressions: sights, sounds, smells, textures,
tastes.

26. Dialect: A representation of the speech patterns of a particular region or social group. Dialect,
naturally, changes from location to location

27. Diction: A writer’s choice of words, particularly for clarity, effectiveness, and precision. A writer’s
diction can be formal or informal, abstract or concrete. In attempting to choose the "right word",
writers must think of their subject and their audience. Words that are appropriate in informal
dialogue would not always be appropriate in a formal essay.

28. Dramatic Irony: A device whereby the audience (or reader) understands more of a situation or of what
is being said than the character is aware of. Such speech or action has great significance to the
audience or reader and little significance to the character speaking or performing the action.

29. Dynamic Character: A character who undergoes an important and basic change in personality or
outlook.

30. Epic: A long narrative poem that relates the deeds of a hero. Epics incorporate myth, legend, folk tale,
and history, and usually reflect the values of the society from which they originate.

31. Epithet: A descriptive adjective or phrase used to characterize someone or something.

32. Essay: A piece of prose writing, usually short, that deals with a subject in a limited way and expresses
a particular point of view.

33. Exposition: The kind of writing that is intending primarily to present information
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34. Fable: A brief story or poem that is told to present a moral or practical lesson. The characters in fables
are often animals that speak or act like human beings.

35. Falling Action: All of the action in a play that follows the turning point. The falling action leads to the
resolution or conclusion of the play.

36. Farce: A type of comedy based on a farfetched humorous situation, often with ridiculous or
stereotyped characters.

37. Fiction: Anything that is invented or imagined, especially a prose narrative. Although fiction may be
based on actual events or personal experiences, its characters and settings are invented. Even if a story
is set in an actual place and involves recognizable characters or details, we understand the story itself
to be fictitious.

38. Figurative Language: Language that is not intended to be interpreted in a literal sense. Figurative
language always makes use of a comparison between different things. By appealing to the imagination,
figurative language provides new ways of looking at the world.

39. Figure of Speech: A term applied to a specific kind of figurative language, such as a metaphor or
simile. Everyday language abounds with many different figures of speech, in which we say one thing
and mean another.

40. Flashback: A scene in a short story, novel, play, or narrative poem that interrupts the action to show
an event that happened at an earlier time.

41. Foil: A character that sets off another character by contrast.
 For example, having an angry character talking to a happy one.

42. Foreshadowing: The use of hints or clues in a narrative to suggest what action is to come.
Foreshadowing helps to build suspense in a story because it suggests what is about to happen.

43. Framework Story: A narrative that contains another narrative. Both the framework story and the
inner story add meaning to one another, and one is usually important to the outcome of the other.

44. Iambic Pentameter: The most common verse line in English poetry. It consists of five verse feet, with
each foot an iamb-that is, an unstressed syllable followed by a stressed syllable. Shakespeare’s plays
are written almost exclusively in iambic pentameter.
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45. Imagery: Language that appeals to any sense or any combination of the senses.

46. Irony: A contrast or an incongruity between what is stated and what is really meant, or between what
is expected to happen and what actually does happen. Two kinds of irony are:
 verbal irony, in which a writer or speaker says one thing and means something entirely
different; and
 dramatic irony in which a reader or audience member perceives something that a character in
the story does not

47. Literal Language: A fact or idea stated directly. When a writer intends something to be understood
exactly as it is written, he or she is using literal language.

48. Metaphor: A comparison between two unlike things with the intent of giving added meaning to one of
them. Metaphor is one of the most important forms of figurative language. Unlike a simile, a metaphor
does not use a connective word such as like, as, than, or resembles to state a comparison.

49. Monologue: A long, uninterrupted speech (in a narrative or drama) that is spoken in the presence of
other characters. Unlike a soliloquy and most aides, a monologue is heard by other characters.
50. Narration: The kind of writing or speaking that tells a story.

51. Narrative Poetry: Poetry that tells a story. One kind of narrative poem is the epic, a long poem which
sets form the heroic ideals of a particular society.

52. Narrator: One who narrates or tells a story. A writer may choose to have a story told by a first person
narrator, someone who is either a major or minor character. Or, a writer may choose to use a third
person narrator, someone who is not in the story at all. Third person narrators are often omniscient, or
"all knowing"- that is, they are able to enter into the minds of all the characters in the story.

53. Nonfiction: Any prose narrative that tells about things as they actually happened or that posses factual
information about something. Autobiography and biography are the most common forms.

54. Novel: A fictional narrative in prose, generally longer than a short story. The author is not restricted
by historical facts but rather is free to create fictional personalities in a fictional world.
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55. Onomatopoeia: The use of a word whose sound in some degree imitates or suggests its meaning. The
names of some birds are onomatopoetic, imitating the cry of the bird named. For instance, cuckoo,
whippoorwill, owl, crow.

56. Oratory: the rationale and practice of persuasive public speaking. It is immediate in its audience
relationships and reactions, but it may also have broad historical repercussions. The orator may
become the voice of political or social history
57. Paraphrase: A summary or recapitulation of a piece of literature. A paraphrase does not enhance a
literary work. It merely tells in the simplest form what happened.

58. Personification: A figure of speech in which an animal, an object, a natural force, or an idea is given
personality, or described as if it were human.

59. Persuasion: The type of speaking or writing that is intended to make its audience adopt a certain
opinion or pursue an action or do both.

60. Plot: The sequence of events or happenings in a literary work. Plots may be simple or complex, loosely
constructed or close-knit. But every plot is made up a series of incidents that are related to one
another.

61. Poetry: Traditional poetry is language arranged in lines, with a regular rhythm and often a definite
rhyme scheme. Nontraditional poetry does away with regular rhythm and rhyme, although is usually is
set up in lines. The richness of its suggestions, the sounds of its words, and the strong feelings evoked
by its line are often said to be what distinguish poetry from other forms of literature. Poetry is difficult
to define, but most people know when they read it.

62. Point of View: The vantage point from which a narrative is told.
63. Pun: Usually, the humorous use of a word or phrase to suggest two or more meanings at the same
time.
64. Rhetoric: the art of effective or persuasive speaking or writing, especially the use of figures of speech
and other compositional techniques.
65. Resolution: The outcome of the conflict in a play or story. The resolution concludes the falling action.

66. Rising Action: Those events in a play that lead to a turning point in the action.
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67. Satire: A kind of writing that holds up to ridicule or contempt the weaknesses and wrongdoing of
individuals, groups, institution, or humanity in general.
68. Setting: The time and place of action in a narrative. In short stories, novels, poetry, and nonfiction,
setting is generally created by description. In drama, setting is usually established by stage directions
and dialogue. Setting can be of great importance in establishing not only physical background but also
mood or emotional intensity. In turn, the mood contributes to the plot and theme of the narrative.
69. Short Story: Narrative prose fiction that is shorter than a novel. Short stories vary in length. Some are
no longer than five hundred words; other run to forty or fifty thousand words. An extended short story
is sometimes referred to as a novelette, or when slightly longer, as a novella. The major difference
between a short story and longer fictional forms, such as the novel, is that the main literary elementsplot, setting, characterization- are used with greater compression in the short story than in the longer
forms.
70. Simile: A comparison made between two dissimilar things through the use of a specific word of
comparison such as Like, as, than, or resembles. The comparison must be between two essentially
unlike things.
71. Soliloquy: A speech, usually lengthy, in which a character, alone on stage, expresses his or her
thoughts aloud. The soliloquy is a very useful dramatic device, as it allows the dramatist to convey a
character’s most intimate thoughts and feelings directly to the audience.
72. Static Character: A character who remains the same throughout a narrative. Static characters do not
develop or change beyond the way in which they are first presented.

73. Subplot: Secondary action that is interwoven with the main action in a play or story. Several subplots
are not uncommon in a novel. The effect of one or more subplots maybe to provide some comic relief
from a more serious main plot, or to create a certain atmosphere or mood, such as suspense or
intrigue.

74. Suspense: That quality of a literary work that makes the reader or audience uncertain or tense about
the outcome of events. Suspense makes the reader ask "What will happen next?” Suspense is greatest
when it focuses attention on a sympathetic character. Thus, the most familiar kind of suspense
involves a character hanging from the lee of a tall building, or tied to a railroad tracks as a train
approaches.

75. Syllabus: An outline or abstract containing the major points included in a book, a course of lectures, an
argument or a program of study.

76. Symbol: Any object, person, place, or action that has a meaning in itself and that also stands for
something larger than it does, such as a quality, an attitude, a belief, or a value. For instance, a rose is
often a symbol love and beauty while a skull is often a symbol of death.
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77. Theme: The main idea or the basic meaning of a literary work. The theme of a work is not the same as
the works’ subject. Not all literary works can be said to express a theme. Theme generally is not a
concern in those works that are told primarily for entertainment; it is of importance in those literary
works that comment on or present some insight about the meaning of life. In some literary works the
theme is expressed directly, but more often, the theme is implicit-that is, it must be dug out and
thought about. A simple theme can often be stated in a single sentence. But sometimes a literary work
is rich and complex, and a paragraph or even an essay is needed to state the theme.

78. Thesis: An attitude or position on a problem taken by a writer or speaker with the purpose of proving
or supporting it.

79. Tone: The attitude a writer takes toward his or her subject, characters, and readers. Through tone, a
writer can amuse, anger, or shock the reader. Tone is created through the choice of words and details.

80. Tragedy: In general, a literary work in which the central character meets an unhappy or disastrous
end. Unlike comedy, which often portrays a central character of weak nature, tragedy often involves
the problems of a central character of dignified or heroic stature. Through a related series of events,
this main character, the tragic hero or heroine, is brought to a final downfall. The causes of the
character’s downfall vary. In traditional dramas, the cause is often an error in judgment or a
combination of inexplicable outside forces that overwhelm the character. In modern dramas, the
causes range from moral or psychological weaknesses to the evils of society. The tragic hero or
heroine, though defeated, usually gains a measure of wisdom and/or self-awareness. There may be
more than one central character in a tragedy.

81. Transition: In a piece of writing, the passing from one subject or division of a composition to another.
A good prose style accomplishes transition between sentences; paragraphs and chapters by
proceeding smoothly and logically from one point to the next, so that the relationships appear clear
and natural.
82. Understatement: A form of irony in which something is intentionally represented as less than it is in
fact.
83. Utopia: A place in which social, legal, and political justice and perfect harmony exist.

84. Vernacular: The domestic or native language of the people of a particular country or geographical
area.
85. Vice: An evil habit or wicked tendency present in characters in a literary work or poem.
86. Whimsical: A critical term for writing what is fanciful or expresses odd notions.
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An Introduction to Principles of Science

Undeniable

With infectious enthusiasm, Bill Nye shows that evolution is much
more than a rebuttal to creationism; it is an essential way to
understand how nature works-and to change the world. It might
also help you get a date on a Saturday night. Undeniably fun to
read.

Bill Nye
(Environmental, Biology)
Origins

Our true origins are not just human, or even terrestrial,
but in fact cosmic. Drawing on recent scientific
breakthroughs and the current cross-pollination among
biology, astrophysics, and cosmology, Origins explains
the leaps in our understanding of the cosmos.

Neil DeGrasse Tyson
(ALL Sciences)
The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks

Her name was Henrietta Lacks, but scientists know her as HeLa. She was a
poor black tobacco farmer whose cells—taken without her knowledge in
1951—became one of the most important tools in medicine, vital for
developing the polio vaccine, cloning, gene mapping, and more. Henrietta's
cells have been bought and sold by the billions, yet she remains virtually
unknown.
Rebecca Skloot
(Anatomy, Physiology, and Biology)

Choose one book to read. If you know your schedule, you will pick the book “particular” to your
science class. You may do ALL for enrichment.
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Power Point Presentation

As you read you will take copious notes on each chapter: Based on the Ted Talk "How to avoid
death by power point" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Iwpi1Lm6dFo
Make Note: You will create a power point presentation outlining each chapter of your chosen text, with
each slide serving as a chapter summary. You must include a closing slide discussing your thoughts about
the assignment before and after reading.

Be Scientific and Creative!!!!
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Science Vocabulary
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
9.
10.
11.

12.

13.
14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

absolute zero: lowest-possible
temperature, approximately -273
degrees
acceleration: the rate of change
of velocity
acid: compound with a pH less
than 7
alloy: a substance composed of
two or more metals (synonym:
amalgam)
aerobic respiration: The
breakdown of glucose in the body
of an animal to supply muscles
with oxygen
alkalinity: Having a pH greater
than 7 ( contrast with basic, which
meaning having PH less than 7)
antigen: A substance such as a
toxin or enzyme that is capable of
eliciting an immune response
asteroids: Small celestial bodies
that revolve around the sun
barometer: an instrument used to
measure atmospheric pressure
biomass: Total mass of all living
matter within a given area
boiling point: the temperature at
which additional thermal energy
causes a substance to change from
liquid to vapor
carbohydrate: an organic
compound like sugar or starch
that contains carbon, hydrogen,
and oxygen at a ratio 1:2:1; also
the main source of energy for
humans
carcinogen: cancer-causing agent
catalyst: a substance that speeds
up a chemical reaction without
being changed by the reaction
chlorophyll: the main pigment in
plants that captures light energy
during photosynthesis
compound: a substance
composed of two or more
chemically bonded elements
compressibility: The ease at
which pressure can alter the
volume of matter
conductor: a material that allows
heat or electricity to flow through
it with minimal resistance

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

7.
8.

9.
10.

11.
12.

13.
14.
15.

16.
17.

18.
19.
20.

erosion: wearing away, typically by
running water or wind
evaporation: the changing of liquid
into gas
equilibrium: a state of balance
experimental Variables: Elements
of an experiment that are changed
(distinguished from constants),
which are held the same in order to
produce significant results
Fahrenheit: A temperature scale in
which the boiling point of what is
212 degrees and the freezing point
is 32 degrees
fermentation: The chemical
process of breaking down an
organic substance into simpler
substances, such as a fermentation
of sugar to alcohol
friction: the force resistant to
motion
habitat: the area of the ecosystem
where a plant or animal naturally
lives
herbivore: an animal that eats only
plants
hormone: a chemical substance
secreted by a gland of the body that
affects change on other parts of the
body
humidity: the amount of water
vapor in the air
Hydrogen bonding: The chemical
bonding of hydrogen atom with
another electronegative atom
Indigenous: Native to or naturally
existing in a certain area
Intracellular: Fluid in cells
infrared radiation: electromagnetic
waves whose wavelength is longer
than that of visible light
insulator: a substance that blocks
the flow of heat or electricity
ion: a molecule or atom that has
become charged by either gaining or
losing an electron
isotope: a type of element with the
same number of protons
per atom but different number of
neutrons
kinetic energy: the energy of an
object in motion
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1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

8.
9.

10.

11.

12.

13.
14.
15.
16.

organic matter: matter that
is derived from living or
formerly living organisms
osmosis: the movement of
liquid through a membrane
parasite: an organism that
invades another organism
and feed off that organism
pH: a scale from 1-14;
represents the acidity or
alkalinity of a solution; low
values are acidic, 7 is neutral,
high values is alkaline
photosynthesis: the process
in which plants use the sun's
energy to convert carbon
dioxide and water into
glucose
pigmentation: coloration
protein: A compound that
consist of amino acids and
plays various structural,
mechanical and nutritional
roles within the organism
proton: a positively charged
atomic particle
radioactive decay: A
natural process by which an
atom of a radioactive isotope
spontaneously decays into
another element
specific gravity: The ratio
of the weight of one
substance to the weight of
another substance
starch: a complex
carbohydrate found in many
vegetables
ultraviolet radiation:
electromagnetic waves with
wavelength shorter than that
of visible light
vapor: the gaseous for of
liquid
velocity: speed of motion
viscosity: a liquid resistant to
flow
wavelength: the distance
between repeating crests of a
wave
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19. control: a sample in which no
variables are tested, thus serving
as a basis for comparison
20. control variable: a variable that
stays constant in an experiment,
allowing the effect of another
variable to be measured
21. diffusion time: The time that it
takes for material to spread from
one area to another
22. ecological succession: a sequence
of changes in the plant or animal
life of a region or habitat
23. ecology: The field of science that
concentrates on relationships
between organism and
their environments
24. electron: a negatively charged
fundamental atomic particle
25. emulsion: A state in which one
liquid is suspended in another
because the liquids will not
dissolve in one another

21. lipid: An oily or waxy organic
compound that cannot be dissolved
in water
22. lithosphere: A substance (such as
air) that possesses the quality of
indefinite expansion
23. manometer
24. melting point: the temperature at
which a substance changes from
solid to liquid state
25. molecular weight: The weight of
all the atoms in a molecule
26. neutron: an atomic particle that has
no charge

Make Note: All students will
need to know the science
vocabulary words attached
on pages 14-15, as they are
words they will need to know
for the ACT. A vocabulary test
based on these words will be
issued by the end of the 2nd
week of the school year.
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Introduction to Principles of Theology
Theology 12
Something Beautiful for God: Mother Teresa of Calcutta
Malcolm Muggeridge

Something Beautiful for God is a 1971 book by Malcolm
Muggeridge on Mother Teresa. The book was based on a
1969 documentary on Mother Teresa that Muggeridge
had undertaken.

Theology 11
Tuesdays with Morrie
Mitch Albom

Maybe it was a grandparent, or a teacher, or a colleague. Someone older,
patient and wise, who understood you when you were young and
searching, helped you see the world as a more profound place, gave you
sound advice to help you make your way through it. For Mitch Albom,
that person was Morrie Schwartz, his college professor from nearly
twenty years ago.
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Theology 10
Joshua
Joseph F. Girzone

Joshua, "A parable for today" is the story of a quiet
man, whose benevolence and selfless work in the
community prompts amazement as well as
suspicions.

Theology 9
Writing Assignment: Write a 500 word autobiography about your life, thus far. Develop a paper that
tells your life story. Reflect on your unique qualities and abilities. Spend time looking at your life story,
and how you might further the chapters of that story. You may include pictures, awards, and symbols of
activities, talents, interests, or special events. You may create a collage as your cover. You may illustrate
your paper if you wish. Creativity will definitely be welcomed and rewarded.

Make Note: Paper MUST be typed using MLA format; no less than 500 words. To be collected the
SECOND WEEK of school. This assignment will be your first test grade.

Use the following questions to help you develop your autobiography:








When/where were you born? Where do you live?
What have been truly significant events, people, places decisions, and actions in your life?
Who/what are your friends, your family, your school, outside activities?
Why have you chosen the friends you have?
How would you describe yourself to others? How would others describe you?
What are the dreams that your parents or guardians hold for you?
Is God a part of your life? Why or why not?

ALL THEOLOGY CLASSES will be tested on Summer Reading by the 3rd week of school.
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